PACKAGING DEFECTS

BY NATURE WE ARE RESTLESS, ALWAYS SEEKING IMPROVEMENTS, AND WILL REMAIN THIS WAY, ITS PART OF OUR DNA”
PACKAGING

- This category should be used when discrepancies are found in carton labeling information, pack quantities or methods of packaging.
703 – PRODUCT IN CARTON INCORRECT

• Mixed sizes in same carton, mixed sizes within same garment i.e. warmup’s, incorrect carton count, incorrect style / size / color etc.

• Any mis-packed cartons should be considered defective and replaced.
704 – POLYBAG
NOT AS SPECIFIED

- Incorrect polybag size, ventilation holes, missing / incorrect recycle info, incorrect material etc.
- Polybags that are not to specification should be considered defective and repackaged.

Polybag size too small  Polybag size too big  Correct size
706 – STICKERS / HANGTAGS / CARTON LABELS (missing/incorrect)

- Missing / incorrect carton labels, UPC labels, price tickets, hangtags, hangtags bleeding etc.
799 – MISCELLANEOUS PACKAGING

- Includes other packaging defects that are not captured by previous packaging codes.

- Any defect that affects accuracy of packaging should be considered defective.
QUESTIONS & DISCUSSION